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Abstract
We report on the possibility of observing Higgs sector CP violation of the min-
imal supersymmetric standard model at a hadron machine. The CP phase de-
pendent cross-sections for the V Hi associated production processes are given
for the Fermilab Tevatron and CERN LHC. Substantial production cross-
sections for channels of all three Higgs bosons simultaneously are shown to
be possible, giving a drect indication of the CP violation. The observability
of the Higgs signals are discussed.
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The search for the Higgs bosons, scalar particles from the electroweak symmetry break-
ing multiplet(s), in the Standard Model (SM) and beyond is a major goal of present and
future colliders. One or more light Higgs boson within relatively easy reach of the upgraded
Tevatron or CERN LHC is particularly favorable to the most popular extension of the SM,
namely the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM). Hence, it is very important
that we study all possible scenarios under the framework in careful details. Here in this
letter, we make an eort in the direction focusing on the scenario with radiative induced
Higgs sector CP violation [1,2].
In the recent years, the so-called CP violating MSSM has became a subject of many
phenomenological studies, a major part of those focus on Higgs physics, especially with
application to the LEP machine at CERN (see, for example, Ref. [3] and references therein).
Implications for a e+e− machine is quite well studied. In particular, Ref. [4] has pushed
the analysis to the prospective Next Linear Collider. Nevertheless, after the closing of the
LEP machine and before another lepton machine is commissioned, we have no choice but
to focus on the not as clean environment of the hadron colliders. Hence, it is the time for
detailed careful studies of the topic at hadron machines. Some steps in the direction have
been taken. More notable ones include works on aspects of the production phase in Refs.
[5,6] restricting to the gluon fusion mechanism [7], as well as analysis of the subsequent
decays of the Higgs bosons produced [8,9]. A complete analysis of the collider signature
from production to decays with the inclusion of signal-background studies is of course the
nal goal. However, the topic is a complicated one and may have to be taken one step at
a time.1 The present letter reports the rst step by the present authors in the direction,
aiming at presenting explicit cross-sections for all the three neutral Higgs bosons through
the Higgstrahlung processes from quark-quark collisions, i.e., q q −! Z0 −! Z0 Hi and
q q0 −!W± −!W± Hi. The gluon fusion process is generally expected to have the largest
cross-section but suer from very large background [11]. Hence, other production channels
may also prove to be useful in probing the CP violation in MSSM Higgs physics. It has
been emphaized, in Ref. [4] for example, that due to the absence of an A V V coupling,
the simultaneous observation of all three V  −! V Hi channels will be a strong indication
of scalar-pseudoscalar mixings, and hence Higgs sector CP violation, in the MSSM. We
want to emphasize that this would be a qualitative result, pretty much independent of the
details of the exact cross-sections themselves and the explicit determination of which region
of parameter space the model lives in. Seeing all the three Higgs channels basically says
1During the preparation of the present letter, a study combining the production and decay pro-
cesses comes up [10]. The latter reference is also restricted to production through gluon fusion and
is concentrated on the lightest Higgs boson.
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that the MSSM without the Higgs sector CP violation is not right. One can always go on
to models with a richer Higgs spectrum. The CP violating scenario studied here would,
however, preferred by many as the viable alternative. We present here production cross-
sections of the processes at both the Tevatron and LHC, as our rst probe towards the
possibility of signals for the CP violation at the two machines. The observability of such
Higgs signals are discussed.
It should be noted that CP violating phases in MSSM are stringently constrained by their
contribution to electric dipole moments (EDMs). The topic has been studied extensively
[12]. It suces here to emphasize that the EDM constraints can be by-passed, for instance,
by eectively decoupling the sparticles of the rst family and/or cancellations among the
various contributions. Such constraints are not explicitly imposed in the present study,
which involves flavor dependent parameters only of the third family and the complex phase
combination CP = arg(A).
The tree-level Higgs potential of the MSSM conserves CP, which ensures that the three
neutral Higgs mass eigenstates can be divided into the CP-even h0 and H0 and CP-odd
A0. The 1-loop eective potential, however, may violate CP resulting in three Higgs mass







of mass). It has been shown that the CP violation may be generated by complex phases
residing in the  term and the soft SUSY breaking parameters At (and Ab). These phases
generate contributions to the o-diagonal block M2SP in neutral Higgs mass-squared matrix























where CP = arg(At). Here, we have only displayed the contributions from the top squarks
(~t1,2) which are dominant for small tan [15]. Sizeable scalar-pseudoscalar mixing is possible
for large jj and jAtj (> MSUSY).
In our numerical Higgs mass computation, we follow Ref. [3] and use the public code avail-
able at [14]. This involves one-loop eective potential with large two-loop non-logarithmic
corrections induced by one-loop threshold eects on the top and bottom quark Yukawa cou-
plings included. We are interested in regions of parameter space that give all three Higgs
boson of masses relatively close together, say all smaller than 200 GeV. Otherwise, the
model would be close to the decoupling limit where the radiative CP eect on the Higgs
sector is known to be unimportant [1,3]. We are also restricting to relatively small tan
value, with demonstrated substantial scalar-pseudoscalar mixings. For simplicity, we take
as nonzero only a common phase for At and Ab as the sole source of CP.
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At the patron level, to the leading order (LO), the cross-section for a V Hi associated
production process is given by





















; Q2) C2i (2)
where (x; y; z) = (1 − x=z − y=z)2 − 4xy=z2 and vq = −aq =
p
2 for V = W± and
vq = 2 I
q
3 − 4 eq sin2W , aq = 2Iq3 for V = Z0 (q0 = q); while Ci is the V V Hi coupling
renormalized to g MZ
cosθW
. We convolute the admissible patron sub-process cross-section with the
CTEQ4L patron distribution functions. QCD corrections are known to give an enhancement
factor of about 40% for the Tevatron (Run II) and 30% for the LHC [17]. Other SUSY
corrections are generally small [18]. In the explicit plots given in the gures, we scaled the
LO cross-sections calculated with the corresponding enhancement K (= NLO=LO) factor,
taken simply to be 1:4 and 1:3 for the Tevatron and LHC, respectively, to give a better
indication of the next-leading order (NLO) results.
We illustrate our results with two representative set of chosen input parameters. Param-
eter Set A is chosen in accordance with the benchmark scenario (CPX) introduced in Ref.
[16] aimed at maximizing the CP violating eects. The CPX scenario is as follows:
M˜Q = M˜t = M˜b = 1 TeV ;  = 4 TeV ; jAtj = jAbj = 2 TeV ;
jmg˜j = 1 TeV and jmB˜j = jmW˜ j = 0:3 TeV ; (3)
added to which we xed
tan = 6
for Set A inputs. Parameter Set B is similar, with little variations, namely
M˜Q = M˜t = M˜b = 1 TeV ;  = 2 TeV ; jAtj = jAbj = 2 TeV ;
jmg˜j = 1 TeV and jmB˜j = jmW˜ j = 0:3 TeV ;
with tan = 15 : (4)
The charged Higgs mass is taken as the control parameter on the scale of the Higgs masses.
We show only cases of charged Higgs mass of 150 GeV, which gives H1 mass very close to the
known bound from LEP, and a relatively high mass scale value of 200 GeV while still staying
away from the decoupling limit. The production cross-sections are plotted as a function of
CP (rather denoted by CP in the gures), which comes here from a common phase of At
and Ab. Explicit plots of the masses are also given for easy cross-reference. Fig. 1 and 2 are
results for the Tevatron, based on Set A and Set B inputs, respectively, while Fig. 3 and 4
give the corresponding results for the LHC. We are here not interested in an exploration of
the general parameter space, but in seeking the possibility of having substantial production
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cross-sections simultaneously for all the three V Hi channels. The gures do illustrate this
exciting possibility at least for some region of the overall parameter space. It is of course
not surprising that in the best scenario case, the three channels could each has a production
cross-section at the same order of magnitude as that of the SM Higgs of the same mass,
only suppressed by a small factor. Our results do indicate explicitly that the scenario could
be more or less achieved for some optimal CP value. To put it another way, substantial
cross-sections of all three V Hi production processes are possible.
Let us also briefly comment on the basic features of the plots. The general features
of the dependence of the masses and gauge couplings, represented by the Ci’s in Eq.(2)
above, of the three (physical) Higgs bosons upon the CP phase CP through the stop mixing
parameter jXtj = jAt− cotj have been studied by various groups [1,3]. In each of the top
panels of each gure (1-4), our explicitly illustrated Higgs masses agree well with previous
studies. A particularly note-worthy aspect is that the (one loop corrected) H1 mass increases
with jXtj till reaching its maximum at jXtj=Msquark ’ 2:45, and drops with further increase
in jXtj. Here within each panel, the latter is tuned with CP ’ arg(At). In the plot of
Fig. 1(a), for example, H1 mass is maximum at CP ’ 80o. The large eect of the CP phase
enhancing stop mixing here promotes scalar-pseudoscalar mixings, hence suppresses C1.
This, together with the H1 mass enhancement, gives a minimum for the V H1 production
cross-sections at CP ’ 88o, as shown in the plots right below [Fig. 1(b) and 1(c)]. The
particle actually assumes the character of the pseudoscalar around the point. The situation
is almost completely reversed for H2, which simply corresponds to the pseudoscalar at the
vanishing CP limit. In this case, H3 is not much aected by variation in CP, except when
it assumes the character of the pseudoscalar at the other CP conserving limit of CP = 180
o.
With larger mass splitting between H2; H3 and the lightest Higgs H1 as given by the second
case in Fig. 1 [plots 1(d), 1(e), and 1(f)], we are getting closer to the decoupling limit
and H1 behaves like the SM Higgs, not much aected by CP variation, which now mainly
describes mixing between the two heavier states. With the same set of inputs, the features
in Fig. 3 are more or less the same as in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 and 4 are results from a dierent
input set of parameters (Set B). The set of input parameters is not very dierent from
the previous case though, as we are strongly conned by our special interest in large CP
induced mass mixings. The point where V H1 cross-sections are strongly suppressed while
V H2 cross-sections enhanced in Fig. 2 (cf. Fig. 1) is now shifted to CP ’ 110o. In all
the cases, roughly at the central values of CP between two of the dips of the three V Hi
cross-section curves, one gets the solutions for substantial cross-sections for all three Higgs
channels simultaneously.
One of our major result is that in the best case scenario, there is chance that all three
Higgs boson could be simultaneously produced with around or above 0:01 pb cross-sections
at the Tevatron. The mass region of interest to us is in fact happens to be just well covered
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by the machine. This suggests the exciting possibility of seeing Higgs sector CP violation,
assuming MSSM. At the LHC, the cross-sections could all go simultaneously to around or
above 0:1 pb.
One certainly should not be too optimistic about the scenario. Observing such \interme-
diate mass" neutral Higgs bosons are notoriously dicult (see, for example, Ref. [7]). The
\gold-plated" 4-lepton decay mode H ! Z0Z0 ! l+l+l−l− [19] has good branching ratio
only for heavier Higgs bosons, while the 2 γ mode H ! γγ has steeply increasing background
[19]. Associated productions, the presently considered V H [19,20] , ttH [21], or even ~t~tH
[22], have been advocated as viable alternatives to the gluon fusion process to be the focus
of Higgs hunting exactly for that reason. We would like to emphasize here again that the set
of V Hi associated productions has a special, qualitative advantage for probing CP violation.
A recent paper [23] gives detailed discussions on the various associated production processes
focusing on the eects of large stop mixing. The latter, while closer to our present study,
is still limited to the CP-conserving MSSM. This is also the case for most of the previous
studies [24]. Such studies, while of some use in giving a rough idea on the observability of
the Higgs signals under discussion, certainly cannot take the place of the necessary specic
studies, as along the line recently started by Refs. [8,9]. In this short letter, however, we are
limited to the former approach.
For the V H associated production in particular, the leptonic decaying W or Z0 provides
a trigger for the Higgs event and suppresses the background. In fact, current searches planned
for Tevatron Run II concentrate on the production process with decays H ! bb [25] for Higgs
mass in the lower intermediate range. SM Higgs is expected to be observable through the
channel for mass up to above 130 GeV [26]. For Higgs mass in the upper intermediate range,
135 − 180 GeV, however, the planned focus is on production through gluon fusion with
subsequent decay H ! W+W− [27]. The reference claims that the mass reach for a SM like
Higgs, with an integrated luminosity of 30 fb−1, would be up to 190 GeV. We should add
that the ttH with H ! bb has also been advocated as a discovery mode at Tevatron [28]. All
the studies quoted here, however, focus mainly on SM Higgs, with applicability towards the
lightest MSSM Higgs close to the decoupling limit. We are interested in the present study,
however, exactly in the region of parameter space far from the decoupling limit where the
radiative Higgs sector CP violation could have a signicant impact on the properties of the
Higgs bosons. Specically, we are probing the possibility of seeing all three V Hi production
channels. The dierence is the observability analysis we could only discussed briefly below
in this letter.
The story is a bit dierent for the LHC. The machine is expected to be able to reach
Higgs mass up to about 1000 GeV, but it will still be particularly challenging to discover a
Higgs boson in the intermediate mass range there. Nevertheless, as mentioned above, we
are actually interested only in having all three Higgs boson within or at least close to the
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latter mass range here. For the case of the SM or lightest CP-conserving MSSM Higgs,
studies shown that for the V H associated production under consideration : 1/. with good
secondary vertex detection and b-tagging, and a judicious set of cuts employed, the H ! bb
channel should have reasonable eciency in identifying the Higgs signal [29]; 2/. H ! γγ
would be useful at least for the lower intermediate mass range, provided that there is good
m(γγ) resolution [20,24]. For a heavier Higgs in the upper intermediate mass range, one
will have to go back to H !W+W− or H ! Z0Z0 ! l+l+l−l−.
The case for the Tevatron may be quite marginal but we consider it worth the eort to
check it in details, focusing on both the H ! bb and H ! W+W− decays, or including
even more decay channels. A study of the decay branching fractions exactly in the setting
of this CP violating MSSM is published [9] just recently. To draw naively from the results
presented in the reference, H1 ! bb has very weak dependence on the CP phase, while
branching fractions for H2 and H3 decays are very sensitive to the CP phase. Moreover,
Hi ! W+W− could be sizeable for all three Higgs. Obviously, we cannot rely on the
H ! bb channel to see all the three Hi, both for the reason of the higher masses and
the suppressed bb coupling(s) for the heavily states. In this regard, a previous study on
trilepton Higgs signal [30] is particularly relevant. We will very likely have to rely on the
WH ! WWW  ! 3 l decay to identify at least one or two of the V Hi channels. With an
integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1, Ref. [30] claims a limiting 3  reach for the SM Higgs in
mass range 140 − 175 GeV, with suggestions on further gains to be achieved. A combined
study of the V H production processes with decay channels and signal-background analysis
specically for the CP violating MSSM scenario will conrm if the interesting window of
opportunity discussed here is really open.
The situation looks much better at the LHC. Again, the WH ! WWW  ! 3 l decay is
denitely useful for probing the CP violating model. Ref. [30] claims a 5 discovery reach
for the mass range 140− 180 (125− 200) GeV with 30 (100) fb−1 for a SM Higgs. The exact
reach for the three Higgs bosons from the CP violating model still await further studies,
but there is good reasons to be optimistic. Other decay channels may also help, especially
H1 ! bb for H1. Finally, we should mention that decays into superparticles are likely to
dominate if their masses put them within kinematic threshold of the Higgs decays. This
is very unlikely for the scenario we are interested in here, as one can easily see from the
illustrative parameter input Set A and B given above, hence not discussed.
Perhaps we should also mention a related production mechanism, the weak boson fusion
channels (see Ref. [31] and references therein). Similar to the associated productions, the
processes exploit the the V V H couplings. It is advocated as a possible Higgs discovery
channel at LHC, and a useful tool to determine the CP nature of the Higgs boson involved.
From the present perspective, it will be interesting to explore the possibility of simultaneous
observation of all three V V ! Hi channels as a probe for the Higgs sector CP violation.
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In summary, we illustrate in this letter explicit results on the production cross-sections
of the three V Hi channels at the Tevatron and the LHC. Our results indicate that a si-
multaneous observation of the three channels may be a possibility, though could be quite
marginal at the Tevatron. In the best scenario, MSSM with radiative Higgs sector CP vio-
lation could give rise to cross-sections of the order or above 0:01 pb and 0:1 pb, respectively
for the Tevatron and the LHC. Detail signal-background analyses exploring various decay
modes are called for to. In particular, we point out that the WHi ! WWW  ! 3 l decays
are going to be useful. Assuming MSSM, the simultaneous observations of the three V Hi
channels will conrm the radiative Higgs sector CP violation scenario.
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FIG. 1. Figure (a) and (d) show the variation of three Higgs masses with the CP violating phase
ΦCP. Figures (b), (e) and (c) ,(f) show the variation of ZHi and WHi, (i = 1, 2, 3) production
cs at Tevatron Run II energy with the phase ΦCP. The left panel and right panel correspond to









































































FIG. 2. Figure (a) and (d) show the variation of three Higgs masses with the CP violating phase
ΦCP. Figures (b), (e) and (c) ,(f) show the variation of ZHi and WHi, (i = 1, 2, 3) production
cs at Tevatron Run II energy with the phase ΦCP. The left panel and right panel correspond to




















































































FIG. 3. Figure (a) and (d) show the variation of three Higgs masses with the CP violating phase
ΦCP. Figures (b), (e) and (c) ,(f) show the variation of ZHi and WHi, (i = 1, 2, 3) production cs
at LHC with the phase ΦCP. The left panel and right panel correspond to the charged Higgs mass









































































FIG. 4. Figure (a) and (d) show the variation of three Higgs masses with the CP violating phase
ΦCP. Figures (b), (e) and (c) ,(f) show the variation of ZHi and WHi, (i = 1, 2, 3) production cs
at LHC with the phase ΦCP. The left panel and right panel correspond to the charged Higgs mass
of 150 GeV and 200 GeV respectively. Other MSSM parameter is fixed to Set B.
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